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Graduating class of 1928, St. Stanislaus School. (St . Stanislaus Parish) 

New Ventures 

Six months after Poland was restored as a nation in the Treaty of 
Versailles, the new republic sent its United States envoy to Rochester 

"to see at first hand the methods employed by Rochester manufacturers, 
whose fame has extended to all parts of the world."

25 
During his 

three-day visit, Prince Kazimierz Lubomirski toured Kodak Park, Bausch 
& Lomb, the Hickey-Freeman clothing firm, and Taylor Instrument. At 
Hickey-Freeman he addressed an impromptu assembly of Polish 
employees, and at Bausch & Lomb a committee of Polish workmen 
presented him with two handsome pairs of binoculars. 

Lubomirski's tour also took him to three Polish-owned businesses 
on the northeast side: the Polish Clothing Manufacturing Company at 

850 Hudson Avenue, the Rochester Auto and Tool supply house at 
17 Andrews Street, and Branch No. 5 of the Polish Mechanics 

Corporation of the United States, a stock organization founded to pur

chase American machinery for factories in Poland. As Lubomirski 
entered their headquarters at 538 Hudson Avenue, the officers of the 

Mechanics Corporation welcomed him with the traditional greeting of 
bread and salt, and the prince returned their hospitality by investing 
$100 in the company's stock. 

As Lubomirski's visit to the Polish-owned businesses illustrated, citi
zens of Polish descent began to move with greater confidence into the life 
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of the city after World War I. Participation in the war effort had brought 

them important benefits: increased visibility, greater local respect, a 

heightened sense of community pride. Bolstered by their wartime 

experience, the sons and daughters of Polish settlers entered the twenties 

with optimism, better prepared than their parents had been to explore 

opportunities in Rochester's civic, commercial, and cultural life. 

One sign of the community's vitality was the run of Polish-owned 

businesses on Hudson Avenue and in its vicinity. The chain of storefronts 

boasting Polish names began a few blocks south of Clifford Avenue and 

extended in an almost unbroken row north to Norton Street. While some 

of these ventures would prove to be short-lived, many would remain 

neighborhood landmarks for decades: businesses like Kaleta's pharma

cy, Bonus' and Kroll's funeral homes, Brodowczynski's and Ostrowski's 

meat markets, Kanty's paper box company, Figlerowicz's electric appli

ance company, Przysinda's hardware store, Antczak's fuel company, 

Mrzywka's barber shop, Sykut's candy store. 

In number and variety, the shops confirmed a healthy sense of enter

prise as more members of Polonia joined the ranks of the city's 

self-employed businessmen. Bakers, grocers, butchers, hardware 

merchants, dairymen, tobacconists, clothiers: following World War I, the 

City Directory listed an increasing number of Poles as independent shop

keepers. 26 At the same time, a growing number earned their living as 

tradesmen and craftsmen-shoemakers, tailors, carpenters, painters, 

plumbers, barbers, and automobile mechanics who maintained store

front headquarters on Hudson Avenue. The Polish neighborhood also 

offered consumers uncommon services, notably the natural remedies 

prescribed by herb specialist Jacob Trzeciak, and the bone setting and 

muscle massage offered by Joseph Kwapich. Kwapich produced an 

exclusive liniment reputed to ease all manner of aches and pains, sold to 

many a weary laborer and housekeeper at Kaleta's pharmacy. 

Their interest in commercial enterprise led Polish Americans to invest 

in two ambitious projects during the twenties. The first of these, the 

Polish Clothing Manufacturing Company, seemed an idea with promise 

in a city where approximately 1,000 Poles worked in clothing factories 

and garment firms.
27 

The company was incorporated in 1919 under the 

leadership of Adam Norwich, Adam Felerski, and Stanislaus Dukat. Five 

thousand dollars in preferred capital stock was made available to the 

community, and many families invested in the venture at $100 a share. In 

1920, the firm constructed a spacious factory at 850 Hudson Avenue (on 

the corner of Avenue D) at a cost of $120,000. Scarcely a year later, how

ever, the company ended its operations, unable to survive a recession 
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which forced the closing of many small local firms. 
In 1924, Joseph Zlotnik, a nightwatchman for the city's public schools, 

began production of a Polish language newspaper named the Rochester 
Rekord.

28 
Zlotnik opened the business for his sons-Leonard, Anthony, 

Henry, and Al-who turned out weekly editions for the next five years 
from a small office at 1119 Hudson Avenue. The brothers translated news 

from English dailies into Polish, set the copy by hand and linotype, and 
carried the gallies home for their mother to proofread. The Rekord 
enjoyed a weekly circulation of 3,000 issues, delivered by mail and sold 
at Hudson Avenue shops. 

In 1929, fire broke out in the Rekord's office, fueled quickly by the ben
zine used to wash the leaden type. The company suffered $8,000 in dam
ages, principally to its linotype and printing press, and the Polish news
paper was forced out of business. Nevertheless, the experience they had 
gained provided Anthony and Leonard with the skills to find employ
ment with English language publications. Anthony Zlotnik would later 
become a leading figure in local printing, elected president of the 
Rochester branch of the International Typographical Union. 

The Zlotnik brothers' print shop received many requests for service 

from Polish organizations which, like the businesses and shops, grew in 
number following World War 1.

29 
Men returning from service organized 

two associations for veterans: Pulaski Post No. 782 of the American 

Legion, and Post No. 27 of the Polish Army Veterans Association of 
America. Signaling Polonia's entry into American political structures, 

neighborhood residents formed both a Republican League and a 
Democratic Union. Nest 52 of the Polish Falcons, elevated to new stature 
through its wartime activities, remained among the most popular groups 
and remodeled its Weyl Street clubhouse in 1922 to accommodate grow

ing membership. 
The same year, Polish People's Home, Inc., a membership corporation 

formed in 1918 and affiliated with the Polish Socialist Alliance, opened a 
meeting hall at 818 Hudson Avenue.

30 

The new facility was available for 

use by Polish organizations which purchased bonds in support of its 

operation. Among the groups that met regularly at the hall was Local 206 
of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, representing Poles 

employed in the city's garment firms. One of only four Polish branches 
of the ACWA in the country, Local 206 drew its members from among 

Rochester Poles who worked in clothing manufacture, many of whom 
had taken part in the struggle to bring unionization to the city's tailoring 
industry. 

Religious societies at each of the churches, cultural groups like the 
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Echo Singing Society, and sports in the American tradition rounded out 

activities in the Polish section. Increasingly, organizations were formed 

specifically for young people, reflecting substantial growth in the num
ber of children in the households on the northeast side. Enrollment at St. 
Stanislaus School had climbed steadily since the turn of the century, top

ping 500 in the mid-twenties when the Sisters laid claim to the church 
sacristy, where they opened a classroom temporarily.'

1 
Later, three 

portable buildings were set up on parish grounds, each containing two 
additional classrooms. When even this space proved inadequate, the 
parish launched a drive to raise funds for a new school building that 

opened in 1931, the year that 750 students pushed St. Stanislaus' enroll
ment to third highest in the diocese. 

As the new school's classrooms filled, the population of the Polish 
neighborhood spilled south beyond Clifford Avenue. Weeger Street, 
Baron Street, Remington Street, and Reed Park were now dotted with the 

homes of Polish families, many of whom had arrived in Rochester after 
the war. Feeling too far removed from St. Stanislaus Parish, a group of 
these families approached pastor Stanislaus Szupa and asked for his help 
in forming a second Roman Catholic parish for Poles." With his support 
and that of Bishop Thomas F. Hickey, the Polish families organized the 

Parish of St. Theresa of the Child Jesus in 1927. Operating under the 
stewardship of the Franciscan Fathers, Order of Minor Conventuals, the 
congregation of approximately 1,000 members spent a year raising funds 
to construct a church on Mark Street. The building, housing a chapel, 

school, and auditorium, opened in 1928 following ceremonies at which 
parishioners proudly displayed American flags and the banners of reli

gious societies. 
At the close of the twenties, St. Theresa's Parish stood as a sign of 

Polonia's growth and its families' confidence in the future, the fourth 
parish formed to serve an expanding community which now included 
10,000 people.

33 
Polish Americans represented the fourth largest ethnic 

group in the city, distinguished by their claim on the homes, organiza
tions, and businesses spread east and west of Hudson Avenue. Until the 
last months of 1929, few in the Polish section had reason to doubt that the 
coming decade would extend their prosperity. 
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Hard Work and Self-Reliance 

The wage earners of Polish Town were hard hit by the Great 
Depression. Factory workers and laborers felt the effects of the ailing 

economy first, many dismissed from their jobs on the city's assembly 
lines and in its industrial shops. As economic hardship intensified, trade 
dwindled in neighborhood shops. Grocers, bakers, butchers, and dairy
men offered their wares to customers on credit, a practice initiated before 

the Depression as a convenience, but now extended to many households 
of necessity. 

For the better part of the thirties, frugality and economy replaced the 
spirit of enterprise and investment that had been promoted during the 
previous decade.

34 
Maintaining the family in food, clothing, and housing 

was now challenge enough. During the Depression, the Poles' tradition
ally large families became a liability from one point of view and an asset 

from another: the more members in a household, the higher the living 
expenses, but the greater the possibilities for work. If a husband had 
been laid off, his wife might serve as a chambermaid at a downtown 
hotel or sew piecework for a garment firm. A teenage daughter could 

leave school before graduation and take work as a housekeeper in a 
home in a wealthier neighborhood. Children as young as age five could 
harvest fruit in the summer on farms north of the Polish section, earning 
for their work in the fields a handful of change a day. 

Many in the Polish neighborhood found they could help offset trou

bles by drawing on the support of extended families, fraternal societies, 
and parishes." Although those hardest hit by loss of income might stand 

in line at city hall for a handout of canned goods, relatively few from the 
Polish section registered for the welfare available at relief agencies. As a 
rule, the immigrant families felt it was better to impose on relatives, 

receive unemployment stipends from a Polish organization, or ask help 
of a parish priest than to apply for the city's assistance. Because work 

relief projects were viewed differently, Polish laborers were among those 

who signed up at the Public Employment Center in the hope of being 
matched with temporary jobs. 

The aid provided by societies and parishes was a form of community 
assistance, dependent upon families' continued support for these insti
tutions. During the thirties, the residents of Polish Town maintained 
their parishes and schools, but not without difficulty." At St. Theresa's 
Parish, 250 families shouldered a debt of $165,000, the accumulated cost 
of purchasing land and building a church, rectory, and school. The 
parishioners of St. Stanislaus faced a massive debt of $400,000 incurred 
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with the construction of their new school, which left them with overdue 

payments on the church mortgage, outstanding promissory notes, and a 

stack of additional bills when the Depression began. 
Against the backdrop of economic hardship, the 1930s became a time 

of simple pleasures and amusements that cost little: dances at neighbor

hood clubs, parish picnics, field days hosted by the Falcons and the PNA, 
concerts by the Echo chorus, amateur theater presented by the Polish 

Dramatic Club. Girls walked downtown to windowshop, and met their 
friends for ice cream at the Green Mill Parlor or Andy's store on Hudson 
Avenue. Boys competed on athletic teams sponsored by the parishes and 

organizations, and treated their dates to films at the Sulkowski family's 
Sun Theater. 

One neighborhood team organized during the Depression grew from 
a diversion for young people into a local sensation, its accomplishments 
earning the squad a feature story in Life magazine.

37 

The Filarets girls' 

basketball team, originally part of the youth sodality at St. Stanislaus 
Parish, were energetic competitors who became the ranking female team 
in the city in 1932-33, the season when they won 25 of their 26 games. 

Coached by American League umpire Roy Van Graflan beginning in 
1933-34, the Filarets played men's rules and advanced to competition 

against teams from out of state, packing Falcon Hall for home games 
often played on a double bill with the Rochester Seagrams. In 1944, the 
girls broke the national record for consecutive victories held by a men's 
team, a distinction that propelled them to coverage in Life and gave them 

an eleven-year total of 523 wins, 12 losses. 
Reflecting the philosophy of self-help which characterized the Polish 

families, an organization that represented Polonia's array of societies 
came into prominence during the Depression." The Polonia Civic Centre, 
chaired from 1933 to 1937 by city court interpreter Edmund Lorentz, 
served as an oversight board that consolidated the energies of more than 
30 religious, fraternal, and partisan groups. Popularly known as 
"Centrala," the Civic Centre focused its work on matters that touched the 
interests of Polish Americans and concerned their neighborhood. Some 
projects emphasized community welfare, like the annual Charity Ball 
organized to benefit needy families. Others showcased heritage and citi

zenship, such as Polonia's participation in Rochester's 1934 centennial 
celebration and publication of a History of the Polish People in Rochester 
in 1935. 

Centrala's promotion of community ideals found its best expression in 
the observance of Pulaski Day, a holiday celebrated with a flourish each 

October beginning in 1929. The most impressive of these ceremonies was 
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the 1933 Pulaski Day observance, planned to coincide with the opening 
39 

of the new public library branch at Hudson Avenue and Norton Street. 

Two weeks after construction of the building began in March 1931, mem
bers of Centrala had gathered in special session to endorse a proposal 
that the library be named in honor of General Kazimierz Pulaski, Polish 

hero of the American Revolutionary War. After their petition was refused 
by the Library Board of Trustees, Centrala reached a compromise with 
the board: a plaque commemorating Pulaski would be placed promi

nently in the building at the Polish community's expense. 
After months of preparation, Centrala presented its gift, a handsome 

plaque created by local sculptor Alphonse Kolb, to the Hudson Library 
during the 1933 Pulaski Day celebration. Mayor Percival Oviatt opened 
the observance with a proclamation recognizing Pulaski as "the friend of 
freedom everywhere" and urged Rochesterians to fly the American flag 

on October 11th. In the Polish section, residents took the mayor's mes
sage to heart and decorated buildings with banners along the route of a 

parade that wound through neighborhood streets and ended at the 
building which a local reporter acknowledged was "commonly 
known ... as the Pulaski Library." The Democrat and Chronicle reported 
that "the library proved entirely inadequate to shelter all who desired to 
witness the ceremony, and thousands waited long outside and filed 
through the library long after the ceremony had been completed just to 
get a glimpse of the plaque." All in all, the day was "impressive," the 
newspaper observed. "Glorious!" Library Director John Lowe enthused 

in his report to the Library Board. 
Although community celebrations did much to bolster spirits, pros

perity remained out of Rochester's reach as the 1930s drew to a close. 

Life had improved since the decade's bleak early years, but ten years 
after the stock market crash the city could not claim economic recovery. 

Despite the fact that Rochester ranked high in a national study of stan
dards of living in urban centers, thousands of residents continued to 
receive welfare payments in 1938 and 1939.4° Public relief seemed an 

unending cycle as, month after month, the number of names added to 

the welfare list remained essentially the same as the number of persons 
who found work. Perhaps most disturbing for a city that had long 

prided itself on the strength of its industry, the hardships of the decade 
had disrupted stability: only 57.6 percent of those who were Rochester 
residents in 1930 were named in the City Directory in 1935, a statistic that 

reflected the greatest local transiency since the 1860s. 
The Polish section resisted transiency and remained among the city's 

most stable neighborhoods during the Depression. If families moved, 
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most often they shifted residence within Polish Town. One survey 
demonstrates that 81 percent of the families on nine neighborhood 
streets remained in the Polish section between 1926 and 1933.

41
Individual 

streets suggested higher rates of stability: 90 percent of the residents of 
Pulaski Street and 100 percent of the residents of Peckham Street moved 
only within Polish Town, if at all, between 1926 and 1933. 

To the credit of its residents, Polish Town retained its character 

through the thirties: neat rows of homes, a thoroughfare of shops, four 
parishes, an assortment of organizations allied centrally. Hard work, 
thrift, and self-reliance proved their utility during lean years, and an 

emphasis on heritage helped foster unity. During a decade when small 
accomplishments held significance, Polonia could cite the cohesion of its 
families, the proportion of residents who retained their homes, the 

upkeep of its parishes, and the civic spirit of its organizations as evidence 
of the quality of life in Polish Town. 

From Our Brothers' Blood 

On September 3, 1939, two days after the armies of the Third Reich 
crossed Poland's western border, Victor Dastyk of Avenue D sat vigi

lantly at his radio, listening through the night for news from Europe. 
Intermittently, the air waves brought word of the Wehrmacht's push 
toward Warsaw and speculation as to whether Britain and France would 
honor their alliance with the Poles. The next morning, the 65-year-old 

carpenter wept openly as he spoke with a reporter, devastated by news 
of fighting in his homeland but relieved to learn that the Allied powers 

had declared war against Germany in Poland's defense. 

In the first days of the Second World War, thousands of local Polish 
Americans waited as Dastyk did for word from Europe.

42 

News of the 
war overshadowed other concerns as families spoke worriedly of rela
tives in areas near the battle front, and veterans of the previous war spec
ulated about the formation of a Polish American legion. Although its 
activities were limited by the United States' Neutrality Acts, a Polish War 
Victims Relief Committee was quickly formed at a rally held at Falcon 
Hall on September 6th, designated to purchase food, clothing, and med

ical supplies for Polish civilians. Those in attendance left $1,000 in dona
tions with the committee that night, and representatives of 50 Polish 

institutions agreed to meet every Monday to continue their humanitari
an efforts as long as the war would last. 

Unlike many Rochesterians who viewed the war with detachment 
before the attack on Pearl Harbor, residents of Polish descent reacted to 
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the conflict in Europe immediately and maintained a steady flow of 
assistance to Poland throughout the war. Between 1939 and 1941, the 

Relief Committee regularly forwarded donations for Polish war refugees 
to the American Red Cross, and its women's auxiliary packed blankets, 
sweaters, and bandages for shipment to Polish soldiers. Hoping to build 

public sympathy for Poland's loss of independence, the group also spon
sored a series of speakers who brought news of conditions in Europe. 
One of these, Paul Super, who had been general director of the YMCA in 
Poland at the war's outbreak, described the country under Nazi occupa
tion in speeches at the University of Rochester and St. Stanislaus Hall: 
"The American press is publishing much less than the truth about atroc

ities in Poland. The terrible things happening in Poland are simply 
unheard of.. .People have been murdered by the tens of thousands, and 

that is only the beginning of the story."
43 

The summer following the invasion of Poland, delegates from Falcon 
nests across the U.S. and Canada assembled in Rochester for the organi

zation's national convention.
44 

In an emotional address, Falcon president 
Teofil Starzynski declared that Polish Americans "are ready to rise again 
and bear arms to protect the freedom, not only of the United States but 
of the whole world." The Falcons lent their full support to Franklin 
Roosevelt's defense program, Starzynski said, and waited to answer the 

call "to any duty that this great country of ours will require in these 
grave and humanity-shocking days." Punctuating his message, young 
Falcon members who had arrived to take part in athletic competition 

performed a drill to the strains of Polish marches on Franklin High 
School's field. As representatives of the Polish, Czech, and Dutch gov
ernments-in-exile watched, the athletes rose from their knees and lifted 
their arms: "From the smoke and ashes and our brothers' blood, Poland 
arise ... Poland is not yet lost." 

By the time of the Falcons' convention, the mood in the U.S. was shift

ing away from isolationism as Americans viewed events in Europe and 
the Far East with increasing concern. Rochesterians, like others across 

the country, felt the significance of the war more acutely, although few 
anticipated that men and women from the city would be stationed at 
battle fronts by the end of the next year. When the attack on Pearl Harbor 
cast the die definitively for America's entry into the war, enlistments ran 

high at local recruiting stations.
45 

Before the end of the war, a total of 
40,000 men and 2,000 women would leave the local area in the country's 

service. 
Represented in those numbers were nearly 1,000 men from the Polish 

community, a roster of names distinguishable from the lists for other 
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parts of the city: Adamski, Andruszkiewicz, Antczak... Daszkiewicz, 

Dziengielewski, Dzierzanowski. .. Nawrocki, Nowak ... Szymula, Szczepanski. .. 
Wajda, Woloszyn ... Zielinski, Zientara, Zolnierowski.

46 
The families of St. 

Stanislaus Parish sent 700 of their sons to the U.S. armed forces-nearly 
20 percent of the parish's members and more than three-fifths of its men 

over age 18. One hundred twenty of St. Casimir's 1,000 parishioners 
entered the service, along with 130 from St. Theresa's Parish and a repre

sentative number from the Polish Baptist Church. Women were included 
among those who volunteered to serve, representing Polonia in the 
WACS, WAVES, and military nursing corps. 

In addition to these enlistments, the Polish Relief Committee pro
moted service in Poland's armed forces as an alternative for the commu
nity's young men, launching a recruitment program before the U.S. 

entered the war in collaboration with local Falcons and World War I 
Polish Army veterans." One of the first volunteers was Leopold Lorentz, 
a determined 23-year-old who had tried to enlist in the American forces 

but had been turned down because of poor eyesight. Rejected initially for 
the same reason from the Polish Army, he departed Rochester neverthe
less for the induction center in Windsor, Ontario, and once there con
vinced Polish officers to assign him work in the information office. "I am 
in the HQ of the Polish Army in Windsor," Lee wrote with satisfaction to 
his family the day after his arrival, "translating some stuff from Polish to 
English ... They sure do need English writers ... ! like it immensely." 

Within three weeks, Lorentz had gained admittance to active duty, 
becoming one of fewer than 1,000 Americans of Polish descent to enlist 
for service with the Polish forces in World War II. An aspiring journalist, 
he wrote extensively of his experiences in articles published throughout 

the war in Polish American newspapers. Families in Polish neighbor
hoods across the U.S. read of his training at Windsor, his assignment to 

recruit other young men from the northeastern states, and his departure 
for Europe in a poignant article titled" A Polish Soldier's Farewell": 

"I've been waiting here quite some few months for this day, and now 

that it is here ... I must admit that I am a little bit afraid ... for I am only 
a young man like all your brothers, who has ambitions, desires, and 

wants to live. And I think now for the first time, really, tenderly of my 
dad and mom, the kid sister, brother, all. And I think I am not the only 
one of the boys sailing who wonder if we shall ever see things so dear to 

us again." 
Lorentz's words touched the experience of local Polish families, who 

participated in a steady series of fund-raisers, assemblies, and patriotic 
ceremonies while the majority of their sons were at war. Financial con-
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tributions alternated between United States defense and assistance to 
Poland.

48 
At St. Stanislaus Church, parishioners supported a second 

Sunday collection which went toward the purchase of war bonds three 
weeks a month and to the Polish Relief Committee on the fourth. The 
Echo Singing Society, unable to host its annual concert in 1941 because so 

many men from its chorus were overseas, purchased $35,000 in govern
ment bonds between 1939 and 1945, donated an additional $1,000 to 
Polish relief, and at Christmas remembered its members in service with 

gifts of $10 each. The most successful relief collection, sponsored by 
Centrala in 1945, gathered 100 tons of clothing and 40,000 bars of soap for 
Polish citizens in a single-day, citywide drive. 

Homefront activity in the Polish section turned to lobbying on behalf 
of Poland's independence when the war came to a close.

49 
Hoping to 

exert political influence and gain public sympathy for Poland, neighbor
hood organizations endorsed statements of protest and signed petitions 
after Poland's post-war fate was set at the Yalta Conference. Centrala gar
nered support for a memorandum to President Truman in April 1945, 

urging that decisions made at Yalta regarding Poland be overturned. 
Two months later, delegates to the district PNA conference passed a res

olution demanding "justice for Poland and protection against aggres
sors." The Rochester chapter of the Committee of Americans of Polish 
Descent voiced its opinion in communications to Congressman Kenneth 
Keating, urging him to work for government action to restore Poland's 
independence. 

While Poland's status stirred high emotion, no event drew more heart

felt response as the war ended than the return of the community's young 
men and women: the sons, daughters, brothers, and sisters who had 

been away from home for as long as five years. The service stars that sig
nified their absence came down from front porch windows as families on 
Kosciusko, Sobieski, Weaver, and Warsaw Streets celebrated homecom
ing. Many of the neighborhood's soldiers, sailors, and flyers returned 
decorated for bravery in combat in the European or Pacific theaters of 

war. Pride in this record of service mixed with the pain of those who 

came home maimed and wounded, and with the sorrow of families 
whose sons did not return. 

Special tribute was paid to one local man who gave his life in the war 
by his colleagues in the Echo Singing Society.

50 
In April 1946, Echo mem

bers installed a bronze plaque in the front hall of their clubhouse, dedi
cated in honor of Melvin Michalski who was killed in action with the 
182nd Infantry Division on Cebu Island. A crowd of 400 watched in 
silence as veterans of the new American Legion Post named for 
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Michalski saluted his memory with a volley of shots that rang from Echo 

Hall down Sobieski Street. 
The community also welcomed at least 600 Polish families uprooted 

by the war, helping them through the efforts of the Polish parishes and 
organizations to resettle in Rochester." Some of these refugees had been 
members of the Polish armed forces, men who had fought at Narvik, 
Tobruk, Arnheim, Falaise, and Monte Casino but were now cut off from 

their homes by a peace settlement that left Poland under Communist 
rule. Others were members of the Polish Home Army, survivors of the 

bitter battle to reclaim Warsaw. Some were civilians who had spent the 
war years in German or Soviet camps. All had seen their lives disrupted 
by the war and carried stories of its suffering, horror, and loss. From a 
different generation and of an experience in many ways removed from 
that of the first immigrants, these refugees represented the largest influx 
of newcomers to the Polish community since early in the century. Their 
membership in the parishes, and their support for established and new 
organizations, would bolster the strength of Polonia in the next decades. 

A 

Traditional Polish customs remained popular in the community n.fter World War 
II. Here, Msgr. Joseph Ba/cerak blesses Easter baskets during "swieconka" in 
1955. (St . Stanislaus Parish) 

There would be other changes beginning in the fifties, results of a 
renewed economy and the assimilation of the community's third and 
fourth generations. Some of these changes would be matters of pride and 
accomplishment, such as the education that would be attained and the 
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careers that would be built by children born after the war. No change 
would be more significant or more painful, however, than change in the 

neighborhood, its dissolution as the city's Polish Town. 

Less by Location, More by Heritage 

"If someone ran a contest to pick Rochester's cleanest street," a 
Gannett newspaper reporter observed after the war, "the nominations 

would have to include Warsaw Street. .. Almost every morning and 
evening, many of the residents are out with broom and dustpan. They 
sweep not only their steps and sidewalks, but the street in front of their 

homes, too."
52 

Citing the pride that homeowners took in their property, 
the reporter admired the carefully tended flower beds and commented 
that no litter could be seen the length of the block. "There's no secret in 

how the folks here do it," explained a man who had been a Warsaw 
Street homeowner for thirty years. "We sweep, we fertilize and water the 

lawns, we keep the yards clean." That practice had been the norm, he 
said, for as long as he could recall. 

For the most part, the pattern of life in the Polish American section was 
little different in the 1950s and '60s than it had been for many years.

53 

Although the congregation of the Polish Baptist Church disbanded short
ly after the war, three sizable parishes retained their status as centers of 
community activity. The largest of these, St. Stanislaus, included more 
than 4,000 members and filled its school with 700 children. 

Polish American organizations, many rivaling the parishes in longevi

ty, held healthy memberships drawn for the most part from neighbor
hood families. Parish societies, lodges of the Polish National Alliance, 

Democratic and Republican leagues, and cultural organizations contin
ued their collaboration under Centrala. Nest 52 of the Polish Falcons 

remained among the best supported clubs, increasing its membership to 
370 and enrolling more than 100 children in its gymnastics program. The 
Echo Singing Society, which like the Falcons celebrated its golden jubilee 

in the fifties, counted 340 members and supported a 52-man chorus. 

Complementing the activities of well-established groups, several new 
organizations were formed, including a Polish Arts society and groups 

for American and Polish veterans. 
Like activity at the parishes and clubs, commercial enterprise along 

Hudson Avenue was vigorous, dominated by Polish-owned businesses 
as it had been since the tum of the century. A housewife could purchase 
most provisions in a drive through the neighborhood, stopping at gro
cery stores, meat markets, bakeries, dairies, dry goods stores, hardware 
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stores, and pharmacies. If her family's home needed repairs, she could 
call on neighborhood electricians, plumbers, painters, and heating con

tractors. There were Polish-owned insurance companies, barber shops, 
automotive service stations, sweet shops where children could enjoy 

triple-scoop banana splits, and taverns where couples could kick up their 
heels at polka dances. 

Despite routines that suggested continuity, Polish Town was a neigh
borhood in transition in the sixties, one that would lose its ethnic identi
ty by the start of the next decade. Trends affecting the city as a whole 
were felt in the area as families seeking newer homes and a more pros

perous lifestyle made the decision to move from the northeast side. 
Although St. Stanislaus School graduated large classes through most of 
the decade, for the first time in its history the community lost its young 
adults when they finished high school and left the area to pursue college 
education and careers. New immigrants, while drawn to the churches, 
were not linked by history to Polish Town and increasingly chose not to 

settle on neighborhood streets. Most distressing to older residents, use of 
the language that had long typified the neighborhood's character dimin

ished in homes, churches, organizations, and shops. 
By the seventies, the waning of Polish Town's identity was pro

nounced.54 St. Stanislaus Parish's membership dropped to 3,000 persons, 

a loss of 25 percent since the the previous decade. St. Theresa's Parish lost 
100 of the 300 families who had belonged in the sixties. St. Casimir's 

Parish counted the smallest group: fewer than 500 members, only half of 
whom lived in the neighborhood. Organizations cited comparable drops 
in membership, and a smaller assortment of Polish-owned businesses 
lined Hudson Avenue, their number curtailed as longtime proprietors 
retired, passed away, or closed their doors in the face of competition from 

supermarkets and shopping malls. 
At the same time, the incidence of crime in the neighborhood 

increased, disrupting the security of a section where it had been common 
not to lock front doors.

55 
Although the police department reported simi

lar increases in crime in other parts of the city, residents of the Polish sec
tion were convinced that the extent of crime resulted directly from loss 
of their neighborhood's identity. "At one time, the streets were safe 

here," former City Councilman Leonard Tomczak commented in a 1974 
newspaper article headlined "Fear Walks the Streets of Polish Town." 
"People knew each other. .. But there doesn't seem to be any more of that 
camaraderie we had years ago." 

Between 1972 and 1975, three neighborhood institutions announced 

plans to close or leave the area.
56 

St. Theresa's Parish graduated its last 
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class of students in June 1972 and shut the school that it had operated for 
44 years. Two years later, St. Casimir's Church put part of its property up 

for sale when it ended operation of the Polish National Home, a com
munity center in which the parish had invested $100,000 two decades 
before. The sale of the center was a preliminary step in the parish's deci

sion to relocate to Irondequoit, a move announced in September 1975 
when parishioners voted to sell their Ernst Street church and invest in 
suburban property a mile to the north. 

At the time when St. Casimir's Church departed, the neighborhood 
known through all of its history as Polish Town was no longer distin
guishable as an ethnic community. Reporters visited to record the 
changes, and spoke with residepts who recalled earlier days. "The street 
names are the same," one reporter commented.

57 
"Pulaski and Sobieski 

and Kosciusko and Warsaw ... And on those little streets there is still 
pride ... They still brag about Warsaw Street being the cleanest in 
Rochester, about how they washed the sidewalks and cleaned the gutters 
so when the street sweepers rolled by there was nothing to pick up." 

The changes that signified the waning of Polish Town also became 
an impetus for Polonia's transition to a community identifiable less by 

location, more by heritage. During the past two decades, the Polish com
munity in the Rochester area has retained a cohesiveness based in large 
part on affiliation and shared tradition. The churches-noticeably St. 

Stanislaus-remain spiritual centers, drawing families from residences 
throughout the area to services, social events, and activities that range 

from religious instruction for children to gatherings for "golden age" cit
izens. Long-standing and new organizations carry on their work and col
laborate in community projects under the auspices of Centrala. 
Connection with Poland remains important, expressed in the activities 
of groups like the Krakow-Rochester Sister Cities Committee, and in the 
contact that many local families have maintained over the years with 

relatives in Europe. 
Immigrants from Poland continue to arrive, often gravitating to the 

Polish churches as their first point of reference in a new land. Many 

young Polish families with children have settled in the Rochester area in 
the last two decades, bringing new energies, ideas, and interests to parish 

and community life. Among organizations they have helped to form are 
a Polish language school for children, a troop of Harcerstwo (Polish 

scouts), a credit union, a folk dance group, and an ensemble of young 
musicians who perform at the Polish language Mass at St. Stanislaus 
Church-a service that attracts approximately 300 people weekly. 

Most telling are activities that draw the community together on behalf 
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of shared interests. In the 1980s, for instance, many rallied to offer assis
tance to Polish citizens when martial law was declared, longtime resi
dents and newcomers joining in a series of fund-raisers that channeled 
$100,000 to the National Council of Bishops in Poland for purchase of 
food, clothing, and medical supplies.'" Most impressive in the response it 
elicited was a benefit dinner sponsored by the Polish Women's Alliance. 
On a blustery winter weekend, the event drew 1,700 people from all 
parts of the county for platefuls of homemade Polish food and a chance 
to donate to Polish relief. 

American and Polish army veterans march from St. Stanislaus Church during 
the 1981 Pulaski Day observance. (Photo by John B. Stenclik) 

It was in the spirit of affiliation that 1,200 people gathered in 
November 1989 to celebrate the opening of St. Stanislaus Parish's cen
tennial year, on the site where Bernard McQuaid blessed a modest 
church at the city's edge.

59 
Traveling from throughout the Rochester area, 

those in attendance represented a variety of relationships with the first 
immigrants' church. Some had been parishioners through a lifetime, 

some had attended the parish school, others had joined the congregation 
recently after arriving from Poland. A few, children of the earliest immi
grants, had been baptized in the wooden church. Others, younger by 
several decades, marched with the Polish scouts or studied the images of 

great-grandparents in photos placed on display. 
Those who crowded the pews and stood in the aisles of St. Stanislaus 

Church that day represented both the history and the future possibilities 
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Rados/aw Jurczuk portrayed Father 
Szadzinski, first pastor, and Margaret 
Cremaldi portrayed Sister Wojcieska, 
one of the first teachers at St. 
Stanislaus School, during St. Stanislaus 
Parish 's centennial celebration in 
1989. (Photo by Babette G. Augustin, 
courtesy of the Rochester Catholic 
Courier) 

of Polonia. The Polish community formed in the 1880s by a few families 
from Poznania has compiled an impressive record of experience during 
its first century in Rochester. That experience, significant in the number 

of lives and the extent of accomplishment it represents, has added a note
worthy chapter to the story of the city where Wojciech Kaczmarek and 

his fellow emigres, seeking prosperity, decided to stay. 
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